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Loud house fanfiction lincoln kicked out

Greatest Warrior 0 01.10.2020 fanfiction.net Lincoln, who lives with 10 sisters, was used to going crazy about what was happening to him. But this was something else. He was adopted and his parents were part of an ancient warrior race that has long since died. With the help of those around him, he will go beyond his
limits, restore his racing honor and maybe go on a journey to get a girl. Or a girl. Multi crossover, Lincolnshire Rem, lemon. Loud House - Memory of Promise 0 01.10.2020 fanfiction.net Favorite childhood memories resurface in the now adolescent Loud brothers, through the means of old vhs tapes. Their moral ideas
and feelings are tested with old, somey silly notions going back to Lincoln and his sisters. Will they continue to be the same family they once were, or will they be something more, something closer? (Warning included: sexual content, incest) our favorite brother 1 02.12.2019 fanfiction.net Lincoln and his sisters and
random girls and two, a collection of one shots featuring our me and the red OC. It is characterized by lemon. Suggestions are welcome. With two OCs now inside, Lincoln is not always the main focus. (TFS Inspired Humor) Lincoln Loud Thunder 0 23.09.2019 fanfiction.net After being kicked out for the NSL, Lincoln runs
away only to see the crime and step in. He has proven himself worthy of Mujornir. Now he must save his own home too as the Marvel Universe as well as the new Thor. As thunder's new god. Lincoln's Reign: Champions of the Gods 1 06.08.2019 fanfiction.net (inspired by the zap of Quifu 1) plans to unleash a wave of
joy among the women of Hierife chosen by Eerotes as their new champion Lincoln. Lincoln X Mass Harlem. Warning of bingophis conversion. Loud 0 02.08.2019 fanfiction.net Lincoln, a requiem for the only boy in the Loud family, has been diagnosed with a terminal illness. The doctor only has a few weeks left for him at
most. How does an 11-year-old boy react when he learns he's going to die soon? Rated for the feel T. Too sad for the kids. Freedom 1 08.07.2019 fanfiction.net Beatrix Yates A girl anxious to be set free is relying on Lincoln to unlock her chain. Lincoln XBeatrixXHarem (MJW1915 &amp; TFS Inspirational Humor Cover)
Lincoln and his Angelo IDs 0 02.07.2019 fanfiction.net When Lincoln wants more in his life than being treated like a toy instead of a human, he meets an angel from the sky and now is her master. Lincoln teaches everyone, including family members, how to keep it a secret. [Lincoln × Angeloid Harlem] Spirit of the Royal
Woods 0 19.06.2019 lincolnfanfiction.netThese dreams in these dreams were these girls who were calling his name. They feel lonely without him because he has to find them. How will Royal Woods be prepared for these spirits? Wait what will he have to do to them! Save Spirits Lincoln [Lincoln × Spirit Harlem] The Devil
May Cry Out Loud! 0 14.06.2019 fanfiction.net One Halloween night, the devil came out attacking the Loud family to kill them, but Lincoln unleashed an unknown force he had for years and defeated it. Now he fights off more demons who want to save the world with his sisters, to hurt his innocence and protect his family,
friends and loved ones. Look at the devil, Lincoln Loud is coming for you. Harlem. Lemon and the Forbidden Love of a Larger Family (New Update on January 10! 0 28.05.2019 fanfiction.net When Lincoln enters puberty and begins to get sexual thoughts about his sister and Ronnie Ann. Chaos erupts especially when he
slowly falls in love with all of them! read and review Harlem fan fiction! and also ignore the average/bad writing in Chapter 1 and believe me it will get better later! 0 11.05.2019 fanfiction.net After years of parting, Lincoln and Ronnie Ann reunite. But Lincoln has his secret and begins to tell Ronnie Ann about the story of
him and his sisters after she leaves the Royal Woods. When the charm of bad luck meets Necromancer 0 24.03.2019 fanfiction.net, he was facing his punishment as he felt he deserved it, but now in cold weather, he began to feel close to death. Can this girl in armor save this boy, protect him from his past problems and
live in this new life, or will he be abandoned aside like his ex-family? (I don't take such a lucky episode) Ship: [Lincoln × You/Harlem] (the story is not complete) Nickoons Loud House: Love and War 1 26.02.2019 fanfiction.net Lincoln catches his sister Lucy trying to kill himself and discovers something he didn't know
about his sister and himself. Lincoln X Lucy Slyn Incest Harlem.Suicide Warning. (Cover depicted in jump jump) College Days 0 24.02.2019 fanfiction.net After being seduced by Lucy and Lynn, Lincoln has become accustomed to juggling taboo relationships with his sisters alongside his college work. He barely realizes
where the open door leads. A sequel to The Succubi Sisters. Lincoln x Harlem. Will be done in the au of the future. Laudcest Legalization 0 12.02.2019 fanfiction.net In 2037, incest is now legal in the United States. The sisters are already take advantage of this change. How does Lincoln react? [Laudest, Harlem,
Romance] Sucubi Sisters 0 11.11.2018 fanfiction.net Lucy and Lynn reluctantly agree to turn into succubus to get a free afternoon as they find both their desires after their brothertheir sexual desires. Another loudest one shot. The character is 18. Lucy/Lynn/Lincoln, Linconsy. Don't like incest, you came to the wrong fic.
Yokai 0 11.08.2018 fanfiction.net If the threat is on the horizon, the Japanese gods must choose a champion to protect the earth. It just happens to be a familiar, lonely white-haired boy. Can he keep the planet safe?Lincoln/Harlem Superhero AU! Loud Sea Lionbi 0 25.03.2018 fanfiction.net NSL AU. Lincoln Loud arrives
in Japan to start a new life for himself. Later, when he meets a beautiful woman named Musubi, he finds himself dragged into some kind of game. The likes of it will change his life in ways he never imagined. Just as he is an unlikely participant in Harlem, it's your girl's fault for these random moments 0 14.01.2018
fanfiction.net Step into lincoln's world. Watch as his sisters, his mother, his classmates, his teachers, and those around him crushing on the gray-haired child go at any length to capture his heart. rather whether he wants it or not. Sad or that's why they're called random moments. {Lincoln × Harlem} {NSFW} {AU} The
reason I want to write this fanfic and sequel because everyone was violent and nasty towards Lincoln is because everyone was violent and nasty towards Lincoln, so I really hate episodes. Torture, rudeness and infamous 11 minutes shattered my gear to the limit this episode. If there's no further way, it's the sequel to the
entire series and the worst episode of Season 1. Happy reading! (It was loud and a full day after the Loud House event.) Lincoln, who has a neck brace, is in his room with his money counted. He put the money in the pillow) Lincoln: (to the viewer) Hey, there. Well, yesterday was a destructive day. My 10 sisters fought
rudely with me over a quarter and piles of cash that had to clean the attic, even though it wasn't my fault. I was shocked that my sisters just hurt me. I'm going to talk to them. (Lincoln went into the hallway to see it's quiet, he went into each room and there are no sisters) Lincoln: unbelievable!- Lincoln said - (to the viewer)
If you want to know why I got a neck brace around my neck, Lily bit me twice. (He walks downstairs looking for his parents and finds them each reading a book) Lincoln: Hey guys. - Lincoln said Lynn SR: Hey, son. - Lynn Sr. greets you - okay? Lincoln: I'm good. - Lincoln said - Where are the girls? - Rita said Lincoln:
What are they going without me?! - Lincoln says angrily - first they attacked me, now they forget about me! Rita: Sweetie, calm down!- Rita said - there's something we need to tell you. Lynn SR: About Sharon- Lynn Sr. said Lincoln: The previous owner of this house?- Lincoln said LYNN SR: Yes, here's the truth. - Lynn
Sr. said - she was. (Cut to exterior shot of Loud House) Lincoln: What?! - Lincoln said (Lincoln is shocked and furious at this truth) Lincoln: You have to make a picture of me?! - Lincoln screams - was Sharon Demone a lie? ! Lynn SR: Unfortunately, yes son. - Lynn Sr. said - we wanted to tell you first and then the girl.
Lincoln: So I was rudely beaten by my sisters and forced to clean the attic.For what?! - Lincoln shouts RITA: We are sorry that you have to suffer for quite an ordeal. - Rita comforted (Lincoln ran upstairs to his room, upset) LYNN SR: Son, wait!- Lynn Sr. called (they looked at each other and worried. Then, at the Royal
Woods Mall, the girls are walking around, they have bags in their hands) LORI: Oh, this is literally the best shopping day. - Lori was happy to say Reni: It's Lori. - Leni agreed - but it feels like we've forgotten something. Lucy: We're forgetting something. - Lucy said LUNA: You're right, we have less money. - Luna rounded
out LOLA: we spent all the money and were out of it now. - Laura complains Luann: I still know who got the money. - Luann said (Lincoln is counting his money and he's seeing something online) Lincoln: I can't wait to show this to my sisters. - Lincoln said (heavy footing occurred, shadows approached the door, shocked
Lincoln): (shocked) Ah. - Lincoln said he was shocked (he immediately stuffed money in his pocket, put his laptop on his desk, pulled out a cartoon and read it. Lynn kicked the door hard and was removed from the hinges) Lincoln: (nervously) Oh, hey girl. - Lincoln said, what's wrong? LORI: Hey Bro, do you have any
money left?- Lori said, Gilla Lincoln to him: No, no money at all. - Lincoln said -- I spend it all. LUNA: Don't play with us, - Luna protests - we know you still have the rest of the money. LINCOLN: You guys were rude to me yesterday! - Why do you think you deserved it?- Lincoln said LOLA: Because we were looking for it!-
Laura shouts Lincoln: because you attacked me for it!- Lincoln said - you guys discussed with me more than a quarter and a stack of cash! LENI: I should have split it into 40/40. - Leni said (Linface Palm and she saw a couple of bills in Lincoln's pocket and she decked him out and found his money) LYNN: Then how did
you explain these?! - Lynn said Lincoln: They were my, Lynn!- Lincoln protested - I found them! LORI: No, we found them!- Lori said Lincoln: Because you guys tortured me all day yesterday and then finally help me!- Lincoln scolded (Lincoln prepares to get the money back and run away, but Lori lets him go. LORI:
Where do you think you're going?- Lori asks Lincoln: Look! Bobby's over here - Lincoln said LORI: (excited) where?- Lori said (Lincoln escapes from his window and others shakeHead to Lori in anger, the palm of Lori's face; Lincoln makes it outside, runs to the backyard, only for Lynn to find him, and runs surrounded by
his sisters) LANA: Where are you going, mate?! - Lana strictly said Lincoln: Oh oh Charles, chic 'em!- Lincoln called (attacked Charles Bark and sisters, let Lincoln escape, after Charles was done with them, the girls are furious) LISA: Where did he go?! - Lisa shouted Luann: Let's look for a house!- Luann said (they
searched the house, Lori and Luna searched the basement, Luann and Reni searched the kitchen, Lynn and Laura are searching the backyard, Lana and Lily are searching the backyard, and Lucy and Lisa are searching the living room, they're regrouping in the hallway and they're messy)LORI: We literally searched the
whole house and Lincoln no!- Lori shouts Leni: we can check in the attic. - Leni said LORI: No, Leni, not stupid!- Lori said - he's not there. (The phone vibrates and the girls search the entire second floor and eventually the attic, where they see a fort made of boxes) LORI: What is that box doing?- Lori asks (Lincoln, he
answered his cell phone) Lincoln: Clyde, this is not a good time to call!- Lincoln whispers Laura out loud: He's in Fort!- Laura surprised Lincoln: No, I'm not!- Lincoln said (Lynn kicked some boxes, Revealing Lincoln, the girls all surround him with a furious look and he cuts off the phone) Lincoln: Why are you doing this?! -
Lincoln cried LORI: We need this money, Lincoln!- Lori said - Now we hand it over before locking you in the basement! Lincoln: (Furious) No, I deserve this money! - Lincoln screams - You guys brutally assaulted me yesterday! Luann, Lynn, Lucy, Lana, Lisa, (Minus Lily): Yes!- others agreed with Lincoln: No, you
attacked for no good reason at all!- Lincoln's lecture - you girls betrayed me like I was yesterday's trash or something! LUNA: Who cares?! - Luna said -- give us money or any other! (Lincoln looks horrible, Lynn has a bat, Laura has a chain, Lucy has a shovel) Lincoln: Bobby's over here!- Lincoln said LORI: (excited)
where?! - Lori asks, she jumps out of it - oh it doesn't work on me. (As we speak, Lincoln runs away, Lori angrily leaks her face, frantically runs down the hallway, stumbles downstairs into a corner, and multiple shadows emerge, his sister) LORI: (give me the money alive) and you won't get hurt!- Lori warned Lincoln:
No!- Lincoln refuses LORI: I said give it to us!- Lori shouts Lincoln: (furious) I said NO!- Lincoln screams (Lincoln, in blind rage, beats Lori in her face, gives her a black eye) LORI: You ungrateful tweep!- Lori growls - it tears up! (The girls all surrounded him, they assaulted him and his parents cleared the fight by
whistling) Rita:That's enough!- Rita screamed - Stop this madness! - Lynn SR: Why do you have a girl to be mean to him?- Lynn Sr. asked LOLA: We need this money more than him, all his fault he started this!- Laura brags about Lincoln To: (Angry) No, it's not!- Lincoln said - you blame me for being vicious and/or nasty
to me!?!! Leni: You caused it!- Leni blamed Luann: Yes, you don't make cents!- Luann laughed (Lincoln is furious, he's rummeled Luann, Rita breaks them) LANA: You jerk off!- Lana scolded - why do you do something like this?! (The girls all yell at him and Lincoln passes his break point) Lincoln: Enough is enough!!!!!! -
Lincoln exploded in anger (everyone was silenced for Lincoln's outburst) Lincoln: (in blind rage) why?! Why is that?! You had 10 sisters violence against me yesterday, kicking me out on loudspeakers during silly quarters and treating me horribly like yesterday's trash! Mean, selfish, ungrateful, bossy, brutal, wasted
towards me!- Lincoln exploded and broke down in tears, I'm your only brother and this is how you pay me back?! I look, I mean I wear a neck brace for you! All the time I've been pushed around you 10 times, I don't think you care too and you don't care for it too! Why can't we be a normal, hostile, and/or simple family
once instead of this violence, misery and destruction? (Lincoln, devastated by this insane ordeal, breaks down in tears and runs upstairs to his room) Rita: Lincoln, wait!- Rita screams - you nine people are in so much trouble. (Rita runs after Lincoln, leaving Lynn Sr with the girls) Lynn SR: You guys should be ashamed of
yourself!- Lynn Sr. scolded - He treats your brother like a doll or something! LORI: So far, was it a trick?- Lori said, shocked - we didn't know. - Lynn Sr. said angrily - I had to clean the whole house, plus, I had to give my job bonus! LUNA: I can't believe this, we just take him for granted. - Luna said sadly - just for some
money. LYNN SR: You'll get because you've been grounded all for two months. - Lynn Sr. mentioned LORI: What, why?! - Lori shouts LYNN SR: because you were vile and rude to Lincoln and he shouldn't have been beaten because of you. - Lynn Sr. said - you'll clean the house instead and you'll do chores for two
months until you pay me back. (Lynn Sr. walked away and the girls all regretted and grieved what they had done to their brothers) Lana: What did we do?- Lana solemnly said LORI: I can't believe we hurt him like that. - Lori, I told you.LYNN: We acted like a complete jerk towards him just for the money. - Lynn said
Luann: Look around us. - Luann said - our house will be destroyed. (They all see their destroyed house, with it all) Lisa: We feel terrible. - Lisa said sadly (they all sighed in despair. Later, they clean the whole house and parents go inside) RITA: Wow, the house looks spotless!- Rita said LYNN SR: I'm proud with your
girl, but you're still grounded. - Lynn Sr. said Reni: How about Linky?- Leni asks RITA: He's in his room, he's still angry. - Rita said (all the sisters walk upstairs at Lincoln's door, Lori sighs, she knocks it) Lincoln: Who is it?- Lincoln asks LORI: It's us, Lori said Lincoln: Go away!- Lincoln screams - I don't want to talk to
you! LUNA: C'mon, Bro-Luna said - we just wanted to talk. Lincoln: (sigh) All right, come out. - Lincoln said (Lincoln comes out of the room and meets with the sisters) LORI: Lincoln, we're really sorry about how we acted today and yesterday, too. - Lori said - we had no spite or malice in you. LUNA: We must not be so
violent or brutal to you. - Luna said LYNN: We were selfish, our greed got our best. - Lynn said - and we took our frustrations out on you, little Bro, LENI: we hope to find it in your heart and forgive us, linky. - Leni says Luann, Lucy, Lana, Laura and Lisa: I'm sorry, Lincoln! please forgive us!- the girls said sadly (Lincoln
touched this, he hugged them, they hugged him) Lincoln: Thank you. - Lincoln said - I forgive everyone. Luann: Don't fight like that again. - Luann agreed, LANA said. - Lana agreed (they lincoln, Rita walks) RITA: Lincoln, good news, doctor said you can remove your neck brace. - Rita said (Lincoln removes the neck
braces and throws them away, he hugs them again. Then the girls are in the living room) LORI: It's great that Lincoln is fine again. - Lori said (others agreed with it) Lincoln: (from the outside) Hey, girl! - Lincoln called - Come to the backyard! (The girls all come out into the backyard through the kitchen, see the big
trampoline, Lincoln, take off their shoes and jump, he jumps on his brothers) Lincoln: Hey, gang. - Lincoln said LORI: Where did you literally get this trampoline?- Lori asks Lincoln: I'm touched by your apology earlier today and to make it up to you, I'm using my $45, (quietly) and half of my pocket money to buy this
trampoline for us to share. - Lincoln said (the girls were all touched by Lincoln's request and hugged him in a group hug) LORI: Thanks, Bro-Lori happily said LYNN: What are we standing here for, we can jump into it!- Lynn said an excited LUAN: Can bounce!- Luann laughs ( The girls eagerly ran up to the trampoline, but
Lincoln stopped them) Lincoln: Wait! - Lincoln said - it's brand new. (Remove all girls)Shoes and they all jumped on the trampoline) LOLA: This is so much fun!- Laura fun said Lincoln: (to viewers) I learn that my sisters can be greedy, but they regret it later. - Lincoln said - it's like what they said, Money is the ultimate form
of power, and greed, but in the end, we all made up. (11 people enjoy jumping on trampoline) end
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